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MPD modification

➢ Where we do the modification

Added These two tiny 
Resistors
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MPD modification

➢ We modified two MPDs by soldering a 59 ohm resistor between the ADC VCM line (on MPD board) and the ground to sink the current
➢ Before modification, The 1.25 V reference is not centered between the APV output HDMI LVDS +/- signals (roughly shown in the left plot)
➢ After modification, it is roughly centered (roughly shown in the right plot)

Before Modification After Modification

1.25 V reference
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MPD modification
What I am plotting here: (in order to evaluate the common mode fluctuation/variation)

T0 T1

T2 T3 T4

T5

Max common mode

Min common mode

➢ Since plotting common mode (Max_value – Min_value) cannot avoid outliers 
➢ So for each APV, for all 6 time samples, I calculate the ADC difference: (T1-T0, T2-T0, T3-T0, T4-T0, T5-T0, all relative to T0), and dump the 5 delta values into one 

histogram
➢ For each APV, I do this for ~ 10,000 events
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MPD modification

➢ I compared the raw data from APVs 
➢ Using the same MPDs (13 & 16, these two are modified); same APVs, same backplane, same GEM Chamber
➢ Comparison for a single APV

Data from one same APV before and after MPD 
Modification

modified

un-modified
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MPD modification

➢ I compared the raw data from APVs 
➢ Using the same MPDs (13 & 16, these two are modified); same APVs, same backplane, same GEM Chamber
➢ Compare for all APVs

Each point represents one APV, 
like the black point can be 
mapped to the above distribution
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MPD modification

➢ Raw frame compare
➢ But even after modification, I can still see the peculiar pattern in APV raw frames

Before Modification After Modification
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MPD modification
➢ Although I used the same MPDs; same APVs, same backplane, same GEM Chamber
➢ But previously I have ~14 MPDs installed in the VME crate
➢ Now I only have 2 MPDs installed in the VME crate
➢ I am not sure If I put 14 MPDs back, things will get worse
➢ So I tested 2 different MPDs (un-modified), and only installed these 2 MPDs in the VME crate
➢ I am planning to put all 14 MPDs back and see how thing change if this make sense

➢ The center width is about the same
➢ But un-modified MPDs have a lot outliers
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➢ Modify MPD board, add proper termination resistors for the 1.5V line from ADC, this brings a lot improvement

Besides the MPD modification:

➢ Modify APV cards or Backplane, add more high frequency bypass capacitors
➢ Modify Patch Panel, add common mode chokes
➢ Run MPD from a common clock (I am currently testing this)
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Common mode choke
● Common mode choke, surface mount components
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